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General Overview 

Description 
SlimCD (http://www.slimcd.com) is a payment processor which integrates with RICS Software Point of 

Sale (POS) application.  This integration makes the processing of credit card payments easier by allowing 

the RICS POS software the ability to transfer the transaction information to SlimCD and wait for an 

answer of the credit authorization back from SlimCD. 

This document will help users understand how the RICS POS/SlimCD integration works. 

Terminology 
‘SlimCD,’ ‘SlimCD Software,‘ and ‘TransClient‘ refers to the SlimCD software used to process credit cards. 

http://www.slimcd.com.‘RICS Enterprise POS,’ ‘RICS POS,’ ‘RICS,’ and ‘POS’ refers to the RICS Enterprise 

Point of Sale software used to ring up a sale. http://www.ricssoftware.com. 

‘RICS Enterprise,’ ‘RE,’ and ‘RICS Back End,’ refers to the RICS Enterprise web management utility for 

management of stores by store owners and managers. http://www.ricssoftware.com. 

‘Integration’ refers to the way RICS POS communicates with the TransClient to  process credit card 

transactions.  

‘User’ and ‘Cashier’ refers to anyone using the RICS Enterprise POS software and/or the SlimCD 

TransClient. 

‘Tender’ refers to moneys collected. For example: credit card, debit card, cash, check, store credit, etc. 

SlimCD 
The TransClient is a fully functional credit card processing virtual point of sale application and can be 

used as a standalone credit card processing terminal.  Although this is available, RICS does not support 

the TransClient in this way.  Please refer to SlimCD support for training needs or questions about the 

TransClient at 877-4-SLIMCD (877-475-4623) or https://stats.slimcd.com/contact.html.  

When it is used in conjunction with the RICS Enterprise POS, referred to as an Integrated Transaction, 

the TransClient receives  the amount for a tender, an order/invoice number, credit or sale, and any 

available customer information (for name, address verification).  While the integration is in process 

some of the fields of the TransClient are locked down. 

Functionality of TransClient 
If the TransClient is not in an integrated RICS POS transaction and a user would like to start the 

TransClient, the user can open the application from start menu > programs > TransClient.  In this non-

integrated state, a user would need the SlimCD ClientID and Password which can be requested from 

RICS Support.  During an integrated RICS POS transaction RICS enters this information automatically and 

the TransClient opens to the Vpos page, bypassing the login. 

http://www.slimcd.com/
http://www.slimcd.com/
http://www.ricssoftware.com/
http://www.ricssoftware.com/
https://stats.slimcd.com/contact.html
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The TransClient is not automatically closed after a RICS POS – SlimCD integrated transaction and can be 

used for a non-integrated transactions. 

Please refer to SlimCD support for training needs or questions about the TransClient at 877-4-SLIMCD 

(877-475-4623) or https://stats.slimcd.com/contact.html.  

TransClient Features 

Screenshot of the TransClient in a non-integrated transaction (stand-alone transaction): 

 

Screenshot of the TransClient in an integrated transaction with the RICS POS: 

 

https://stats.slimcd.com/contact.html
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There are two main screens in the TransClient that RICS will mention in this document:   

 The TransClient Virual POS Screen (Vpos page) - which is the main credit card processing screen  

 The TransClient Stats page - which is a way to easily search previous credit card transactions.   

To get to these pages, make the selection from the Transaction drop down menu (see above 

screenshot).  

TransClient Virtual POS Screen (Vpos) 

 

Non-Integrated:  

RICS will have no knowledge or information regarding Non-Integrated transactions.  

 Payment: Selection of payment type. 

 Trans Type: Selection of the type of transaction (RICS deals solely with Sale and Credit): 

o Sale: Amount to charge a card for a purchase. 

o Credit: Amount to credit back to a card for a return or refund. 

 Amount: Enter a positive amount to tender or credit a credit card (no matter credit or debit). 

 Card #: Credit card number – Swipe or manually enter. 

 Expdate: Date the credit card expires. 

 CvV2: Cv code for entry of the code on the back of the card. 

 Cardholder Details: Only comes up if the Card # is entered manually. 

o Firstname 

o Lastname 

o Address 

o City 

o Etc. 

 Print Options: Controls printing of the SlimCD credit card signature receipt: 
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o No print: no SlimCD credit card signature receipt will be printed. 

o One copy: one copy of SlimCD credit card signature receipt will be printed. 

o Two copies: two copies of SlimCD credit card signature receipt will be printed. 

 Submit: Submits the credit card (for manual entry of credit card). 

 Clear: Clears the transaction. 

 Close: Closes and clears the transaction Vpos page. 

Integrated:  

RICS will have knowledge of all integrated transactions, control the amount information, and waits for a 

response from the TransClient. 

 Payment: Selection of payment type (RICS controls this). 

 Trans Type: Selection of the type of transaction (RICS controls this): 

o Sale: Amount to charge a card for a purchase. 

o Credit: Amount to credit back to a card for a return or refund. 

 Amount: Enter a positive amount to tender or credit a credit card (RICS controls this). 

 Card #: Credit card number – Swipe or manually enter. 

 Expdate: Date the credit card expires. 

 CvV2: Cv code for entry of the code on the back of the card. 

 Cardholder Details: Only comes up if the Card # is entered manually (RICS will populate if the 

card is manually entered and the customer information is available for verification). 

o Firstname 

o Lastname 

o Address 

o City 

o Etc. 

 Print Options: Controls printing of the SlimCD credit card signature receipt (it is recommended 

this is not changed – RICS/SlimCD integrated receipt should be used to sign): 

o No print: no SlimCD credit card signature receipt will be printed (this is default and RICS 

controls this.) 

o One copy: one copy of SlimCD credit card signature receipt will be printed. 

o Two copies: two copies of SlimCD credit card signature receipt will be printed. 

 Submit: Submits the credit card (for manual entry of credit card). 

 Clear: Clears the transaction. 

 Close: Closes and clears the transaction Vpos page. 
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TransClient Statistics Screen (Stats) 

  

There are a number of very useful search functions on this page where a user can instantly see any card 

processing on this account.  Please contact SlimCD support for more information: 

 

Reconciliation 
Daily reconciliations run against the settlement report with SlimCD is highly recommended.  A RICS 

Enterprise user can run this report from RICS Enterprise > Reporting > POS > Payment Card 

Reconciliation. 
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The Payment Card Reconciliation Report returned as PDF report (see screenshot below) includes all 

credit card transactions run through RICS POS.  The report can be broken down by type of card and 

amount totals.  If there are any discrepancies between RICS and the SlimCD settlement report, please 

contact SlimCD support at 877-4-SLIMCD (877-475-4623) or  https://stats.slimcd.com/contact.html. 

 

 

Offline Processing 
The RICS POS is available to process transactions in an offline mode (e.g. if the internet connection goes 

down.)  Currently the SlimCD TransClient does will not process credit card transactions offline.  (RICS 

Software is currently working with SlimCD on offline processing for future functionality.)  

https://stats.slimcd.com/contact.html
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If the internet connection of the computer that holds RICS POS with the SlimCD integration is down, 

there will be no way to process credit cards through normal integrated.  Please contact RICS Support for 

options at  800-654-3123 Option 1. 

 

 

There are a number of different methods to work through this challenge and RICS Support will be able 

to help with this information.  

This user guide will discuss one such method:  

Offline Credit Card Separate Dialup Processing 
Requirements: 

 Separate credit card processing procedure (Examples: ) 

o Dialup credit card processing: 

 
o Wireless credit card processing: 
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 RICS Point of Sale on a Windows computer. 

 An offline tender type as a selectable tender in RICS POS. 

Example Procedure: 

1. Normal integrated credit card sale and the user selects ‘End Sale’ in the RICS POS. 

2. The RICS POS has no connection to the internet.  

3. SlimCD does not connect to process credit cards. 

 
4. The user selects OK on the TransClient message. 

5. The user selects ‘Terminate transaction’ on the RICS POS. 

 
6. The user selects ‘Terminate transaction’ verification button. 
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7. The user selects Exit to Tender Screen. 

 
8. The user gets back to RICS POS tender selection. 

9. The user verifies the amount is correct. 

10. The user should not do anything else (e.g. End Sale) until the tender is accepted for the 

transaction. 

11. The user swipes the credit card with the separate credit card processor. 

12.  (Example: ) 

a. Dialup credit card processing: 

 
b. Or wireless credit card processing: 

 
13. The user waits for the authorization and captures the receipt (e.g. print/email) for a copy to be 

used later in reconciliation.  

14. The user selects the new tender in the RICS POS. (Example seen below: Offline Credit) 
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15. The user selects ‘End Sale’ in RICS POS. 

16. The user staples the receipts together for reconciliation later. 

17. The sale is ended. 

SlimCD.com 
https://www.slimcd.com has a client login where a customer can control their account.  It is a very 

robust and useful tool to control all transactions, search for transactions, and perform many of the 

functions needed to control credit card processing.  Please contact SlimCD support 877-4-SLIMCD (877-

475-4623) or  https://stats.slimcd.com/contact.html for training. 

Transactions 

Processing an Integrated Credit Card Transaction 
RICS POS will pass the amount and user information to the SlimCD TransClient for credit card processing 

when the user selects a credit card tender type and selects the End Sale (F9) button.  The processing is 

taken over by the SlimCD TransClient.  The RICS POS is designed to be locked and not used until the 

credit card processing is finished by the SlimCD TransClient.  When SlimCD TransClient processing 

completes, RICS POS receives a message with the processing result. Users will either continue and end 

the sale or ask the customer to use a different form of payment if the credit card was declined.   

Normal Single Credit Card Transaction 

1. In the RICS POS the user sets the tender type to a credit card (e.g. Mastercard) tender 

https://www.slimcd.com/
https://stats.slimcd.com/contact.html
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2. The user selects End Sale (F9) 

3. The credit card transaction with the $96.25 amount is submitted to SlimCD. 

 
4. The user swipes the card. 

5. The card is authorized via SlimCD. 

6. The Signature Receipt is printed for the authorized amount of $96.25. 

7. The final receipt is printed and the sale is complete. 
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Important Info about Integrated Transaction 

1. Once a user selects the End Sale (F9), he/she will see the AUTHORIZING TRANSACTION box. This 

is RICS Enterprise POS letting the user know RICS POS is waiting for the SlimCD TransClient to 

take over.  If TransClient application doesn’t appear in about 10 seconds (depends on the speed 

of the computer), look around the screen or down on the taskbar to see if the TransClient 

appears minimized.  

 

 
2. Bring up the minimized TransClient and verify the amount is correct.  If it isn’t correct, close the 

TransClient application completely by selecting ‘Close’ then selecting the ‘X’ in the upper right 

corner of the application (see screenshot in step 10 below). 

3. Important note: The only reason to interact with the RICS Enterprise POS window (see directly 

below) during this integration period would be if the TransClient never appears. The ‘Terminate 

transaction’ button should only be used as a last resort to get back to the tender screen. 
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a. If after 60 seconds the TransClient does not appear, the user can select the ‘Terminate 

transaction’ button.  This button is disabled for a period of time to let the TransClient 

start.    

 
b. Next the user will see a verification confirming terminating the transaction. Please read 

the information on these pop ups. 
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c. If the TransClient appears,  or the user would like to continue to wait, select ‘Continue 

waiting.’. 

d. If the user still does not see the TransClient.exe select ‘Terminate transaction.’ 

i. The store will have to reconcile the store’s SlimCD.com account with the RICS 

Payment Card Reconciliation Report under Reporting > POS in RE. (See 

Reconcile section below). 

ii. It is a good process to reconcile at the end of each day anyway. 

e. After selecting Terminate Transaction the user will see the Payment Card Transaction 

Failed. The user can select ‘Try Again’ or ‘Exit to Tender Screen.’ 

f. If the user selects ‘Try Again,’ the system will try to bring up the TransClient again with 

the same amount. 

g. If the user selects ‘Exit to Tender Screen,’ the user will be taken back to the RICS POS 

and the tender can be edited or retried. 

 
4. The SlimCD TransClient  (pictured below) is the pop-up the user will be interacting with after 

selecting End Sale (F9). 

5. If the user is ready to end the sale: 

a. The Total Amount [always appearing as a positive dollar amount] will carry over from 

RICS Enterprise POS and the user will see the blinking cursor in the ‘Card #’ field 

indicating ready for a card swipe.  
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b. After swiping the card, an approval will yield printed receipts and reset the POS to the 

Ticket Header (F5) screen. A declined transaction will present the user with RICS 

Enterprise POS options of ‘Try Again’ and ‘Exit to Tender Screen’ to choose another 

tender or edit the ticket in RICS. 

6. If a user needs to edit the ticket or return  to RICS Enterprise POS: 

a. At this point, if a user needs to get back to the Tender screen and/or edit the ticket in 

RICS, click on ‘Close’ and then click the ‘X’ to Exit the TransClient .  

i. This sequence of ‘Close’, then ‘X’, will close the TransClient  completely and RICS 

will present the user with the options of ‘Try Again’ or ‘Exit to Tender Screen’ to 

edit the ticket in RICS. 

 
b. If user closes out of the TransClient , an error occurs in communication, or (as a last 

resort) user selects ‘Terminate transaction’ button (see steps above), the following 

screen will show.   
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c. If the user selects ‘Try again,’ it should start the TransClient.  The previous tenders will 

NOT be voided or cancelled but SlimCD will be re-populated to try the current tender 

again. 

d. If the user selects Exit to Tender Screen, all tenders will be voided and new tenders will 

have to be collected and marked in the POS. 

 

Error Situations 
A number of things can cause transactions errors. Here are a few examples:  

 Decline of a card 

 Error processing the card 

 Invalid information  

 Other (including various parameters) 

Failed Payment Card Transactions will show as a pop-up in the RICS POS.  Notice the description in the 

screenshots below: 
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General Error: (Screenshot below) More than likely a communication error occurred and RICS POS did 

not receive the information back about the card.  In this case, users should select ‘Try again’. 

 

 

Call Issuer: (Screenshot below) Call the credit card processor to determine the specific error that 

occurred. 

 

Hold-Call: (Screenshot below) The credit card processor wants the user to not give the credit card back 

to customer and call the credit card processor to determine next steps. 
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Decline: (Screenshot below) This card has been declined. Please inform the customer and ask for a 

different tender. 

 

Expired Card: (Screenshot below) This card has been declined because it is expired.  Please inform the 

customer and ask for a different tender. 
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Handling Failed Transaction Situations: 
Failed transactions can be handled one of two ways: (Screenshot below): 

 Try Again – Stays in the current tender type and just resubmits the same authorization to the 

card. 

o If the user selects ‘Try again,’ it should start the TransClient.  The previous tenders will 

NOT be voided or cancelled but SlimCD will be re-populated to try the current tender 

again. 

 Exit to Tender Screen – Exits and voids all previous tender types. It takes the user back to the 

RICS POS tender screen to collect all tenders again. 

o If the user selects ‘Exit to Tender Screen,’ all tenders will be voided and new tenders will 

have to be collected and marked in the POS. 

 

 

(Screenshot below) Tender Screen: 
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A third way can be added with a configuration change and it includes: 

 

 Try Again – Stays in the current tender type and just resubmits the authorization to the 

TransClient. 

o If the user selects ‘Try again,’ it should start the TransClient.  The previous tenders will 

NOT be voided or cancelled but SlimCD will be re-populated to try the current tender 

again. 

 Exit to Tender Screen – Exits and voids all previous tender types. It takes the user back to the 

RICS POS tender screen to collect all tenders again. 

o If the user selects ‘Exit to Tender Screen,’ all tenders will be voided and new tenders will 

have to be collected and marked in the POS. 

o (Screenshot below) Tender Screen: 
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 Accept without Processing – Allows a user to accept without payment, end tender collection 

and the sale.  This configuration is available but not many stores activate it because all tenders 

should be collected at the time of sale.  If a user does not accept the tenders and ‘Accepts 

without processing,’ the responsibility is taken away from the process and RICS cannot verify 

that tender was collected for the sale. 

Multiple Tender Transactions 
The RICS POS has the ability to handle a transaction with multiple tenders. This includes (among other 

types) multiple charge card tender types in one transaction.  Each credit tender type calls the 

TransClient  POS independently and will print a receipt after each authorization.   

**NOTE:  If a user closes the TransClient, selects ‘Exit to Tender Screen,’ and exists to the RICS POS 

tender screen to retender the transaction; all tenders must be recollected (see ‘Processing an Integrated 

Credit Card Transaction’). 

Sample Multiple Tender Transactions 

There are countless transaction scenarios.  Hopefully these example scenarios will help explain a 

majority of possible transactions. 

Successful Multiple Tender Transaction 

1. In the RICS POS the user sets a transaction with multiple tenders: 

a. $20 to Mastercard 

b. $50 to Amex 

c. $26.25 to Cash 
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2. The user selects End Sale (F9) 

3. The first credit card transaction with the $20 amount is loaded in SlimCD. 

 
4. The user swipes the card. 

5. The card is authorized. 

6. The Signature Receipt is printed for that $20 authorization. 

7. The second credit card transaction with the $50 authorization is loaded in SlimCD. 
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8. The user swipes the card. 

9. The card is authorized. 

10. The Signature Receipt is printed for the $50 authorization. 

11. The Cash transaction is accepted. 

12. The final receipt is printed and the sale is complete. 

Decline on First CC Multiple Tender Transaction 

1. In the RICS POS the user sets a transaction with multiple tenders: 

a. $0.05 to Mastercard 

b. $50 to Amex 

c. $46.20 to Cash 

 
2. The user selects End Sale (F9) 
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3. The first credit card transaction with the $0.05 amount is loaded in SlimCD. 

4. The user swipes the card. 

5. The card sends a decline back and the RICS POS displays the following: 

 
6. Select ‘Try again’ and it pops the TransClient with the same amount. 
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7. That same credit card can be tried again or another credit card can be swiped in its place. 

8. That same credit card is tried again and it still does the same thing.  

9. A new credit card is tried and it goes through.  The card is authorized. 

10. The Signature Receipt is printed for that $0.05 authorization. 

11. The second credit card transaction with the $50 authorization is loaded in SlimCD. 

 
12. The user swipes the card. 

13. The card is authorized. 

14. The Signature Receipt is printed for the $50 authorization. 

15. The Cash transaction is accepted. 

16. The final receipt is printed and the sale is complete. 

Decline on Second CC Multiple Tender Transaction New CC 

1. In the RICS POS the user sets a transaction with multiple tenders: 

a. $20 to Mastercard 

b. $0.05 to Amex 

c. $76.20 to Cash 
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2. The user selects End Sale (F9) 

 
3. The first credit card transaction with the $20 amount is loaded in SlimCD. 

4. The user swipes the card. 

5. The card is authorized. 

6. The Signature Receipt is printed for the authorized amount of $20. 
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7. The second credit card transaction with the $0.05 authorization is loaded in SlimCD. 

8. The user swipes the card. 

9. The card is declined and the POS pops this message: 

 
10. That same credit card can be tried again or another credit card can be used. 

11. The user selects Try again and the card is still declined. 

12. The customer gives another credit card to cover the $0.05 tender. 

13. A new credit card is tried and it goes through.  The card is authorized. 

14. The Signature Receipt is printed for the authorized amount of $0.05. 

15. The Cash transaction is accepted. 

16. The final receipt is printed and the sale is complete. 

Decline on Second CC Multiple Tender Transaction New Tender 

1. In the RICS POS the user sets a transaction with multiple tenders: 

a. $20 to Mastercard 

b. $0.05 to Amex 

c. $76.20 to Cash 
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2. The user selects End Sale (F9) 

 
3. The first credit card transaction with the $20 amount is loaded in SlimCD. 

4. The user swipes the card. 

5. The card is authorized. 

6. The Signature Receipt is printed for the authorized amount of $20. 
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7. The second credit card transaction with the $0.05 authorization is loaded in SlimCD. 

8. The user swipes the card. 

9. The card is declined and the POS pops this message: 

 
10. The user selects Try again and the card is still declined. 

11. The customer has enough cash to cover the $0.05 so the user selects ‘Exit to Tender Screen.’ 

12. At this point all tenders have to be started over or resubmitted (all other card authorizations 

have been voided) and the user is taken back to the RICS POS tender screen. 
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13. The previously signed credit card receipt should be thrown out because it is Null/Void. 

14. The Amex charge for $0.05 is deleted and the user changes the amount to the cash tender from 

$76.20 to $76.25. 

a. $20 to Mastercard 

b. $76.25 to Cash 

15. The user requests to swipe the original Mastercard credit card for $20 (again since the first 

authorization of $20 was voided.) 

16. The user selects End Sale (F9). 

 
17. The first credit card transaction with the $20 amount is loaded in SlimCD. 

18. The user swipes the card. 
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19. The card is authorized. 

20. The Signature Receipt is printed for the authorized amount of $20. 

 
21. The Cash transaction is accepted. 

22. The final receipt is printed and the sale is complete. 

Verbose Printing Receipts (Force Merchant Receipt) 
This setting enables a receipt to print whenever on important transactions with SlimCD (e.g. Decline, 

Error, Void and Authorization).  This setting called ‘Force Merchant Receipt’ and is located in Setup 

Settings in RICS Enterprise (Setup :: Manage Store :: Setup Settings > POS Credit Card Processing > Force 

Merchant Receipt: Yes.)  This setting, when enabled will print a receipt for every interaction with the 

credit card processor.  This selection may be important to stores who use multiple tenders (multiple 

credit cards.) RICS POS prints a receipt after a card is authorized.  If in a multiple tender transaction, a 

second or third credit card is declined, and the cashier selects ‘Exit to Tender Screen,’ RICS POS voids the 

first authorized credit card(s). The transaction is reset back to the beginning where no tender has been 

authorized and the previous signature receipts are void.  Enabling this setting will tell the RICS POS to 

print a receipt for each Declined card and any Voided authorizations on cards.  Please see example and 

description below: 

Verbose Receipt Printing with Two CC Split Tender 

This example illustrates verbose receipt printing as a cashier selects ‘Exit to Tender Screen’ when a 

second credit card is declined: 
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Verbose Receipt Printing with Two CC Split Tender and Retry 

This example illustrates verbose receipt printing as a cashier selects Try again, then Exit to Tender 

Screen when a second credit card is declined: 
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Verbose Receipt Printing with Three CC Split Tender 

This example illustrates verbose receipt printing as a cashier selects Exit to Tender Screen when the 

third credit card is declined: 
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